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• Identified two cis-OSSO and trans-OSSO isomers
• Calculated the vertical excitations
Previous study 1 on S2O2
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Spectra simulation2
▪ Trajectory surface hopping technique
Simulation parameters
▪ Newton-X parameters
▪ Electronic structure parameters
[2] S. Farahani, B. N. Frandsen, H. G. Kjaergaard, and J. R. Lane, “Simulated Electronic Absorption Spectra of Sulfur-




• Number of points
• Band shape
• Phenomenological broadening 
of the spectrum (δ)
SO2
Electronic structure parameters
• Ab initio method
• Basis set
• Number of excited states
Other benchmarking S-molecules






Venus Transit seen by NASA's Sun-observing TRACE spacecraft
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